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Ethno Studies LabPhysics IS5 20151012 Seg36

Setting: in the physics lab. Green shirt boy comes to ask TA a
question. She uses example from previous group to explain.
Another group comes up to her at the end
Participants: S1 (male, green shirt), IS5 (female, black shirt)
S2 (male. black shirt)
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Xxx IS5:
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx S1:
00:37
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Xxx
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx
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Xxx
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx S1:
Xxx
Xxx IS5:
Xxx S1:
Xxx IS5:
Xxx S1:
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Xxx
Xxx S1:
Xxx IS5:
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx
Xxx S2:

((unclear))
um: ((unclear))
((moves back to previous table grabs girl’s paper))
((unclear: she is explaining something off sheet))
this is the region of ((unclear)) right?
I mean the momentum ((something about minusing p))
((nods))
((continues explaining))
and this one minus this one is that one.
this one plus that one is this one.
this region is the (.) the region that
momentum should be.
oh oh ((points))
yea and this ((unclear))
and if these two region overlap each other,
then momentum is conserved.
this one is o- is ((unclear))
so this one is not conserved. ((unclear))
yea ours overlaps each other,
should we still write it’s conserved?
no you did not conserve ((unclear))I mean I guess but our experiment((unclear))
will we get points off?
of course I will give you points according to the
result
so so so [((unclear))
[((unclear)) it’s okay
yes yes
but if it’s not conserved and you write conserved.
(you wouldn’t get good grade)
uh hello
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